INDOOR ADVENTURE CENTRE

2018

BIRTHDAY
PARTIES
BOOKING
teens - hens - bucks parties
www.planetcommando.com.au
Are you looking for an exciting way to celebrate a birthday? Are you the kind of people thinking outside
of the box so you wish to find a exhilarating place to hold a hens/bucks party? Planet Commando will
provide an incomparable day “never to be forgotten”. Based on adventure and military training,
Planet Commando™ will get your group of friends to work together, support each other and have a lot
of fun together!! Tackling the adventure obstacles in a group is a unique way to enhance friendship,
cooperation and cohesion in an environment that pushes everyone outside their comfort zone.

HAVING FUN together...
TEENS BIRTHDAY

AIR BAG JUMP

HENS PARTY

BUCKS PARTY

catering available

tackling the obstacles in a group...

2018

INDOOR ADVENTURE CENTRE

I recommend Planet Commando for any birthday party!!
I had the best day with my friends!!
The challenges were amazing, I feel so empowered to do anything now.
Thanks to your friendly staff

Katie K., July 30, 2016.

Fantastic!!
Celebrated my daughters 14th birthday there with 6 of her friends.
Staff are amazing, obstacles are brilliant, everyone loved it, and great value for money.
Thank you!!

Nicole C., April 10, 2017.

DESCRIPTION AND FEES

Planet Commando™
Hens/Bucks/Birthday Party - Adults

Planet Commando™
Birthday Party - Juniors under 18

10 people

6 people

Minimum booking
Duration

no time limit - expect between 2.5 and 3.5 hours

Fees

$44pp

Conditions

$39pp

Must be pre-booked and prepaid a week prior the event.

With more than 40 different activities, Planet Commando™has enough to challenge anyone, but
we make sure it’s fun and exciting with our guests of all ages. Planet Commando features series
of military-style high ropes and obstacle courses ranging from standard to Navy Seals that
provide a real physical and mental challenge but also a lot of fun!!

Afternoon Birthday Package*
- $12pp

Lunch or Dinner - Buffet* $24pp

Birthday Cake*
6 pers - $25 / 12 pers -$45
*see details in Booking Form

Please read the Conditions of Entry to make sure you have a full understanding of the rules
and safety procedures that govern this activity - see our website www.planetcommando.com.au

More Info: www.planetcommando.com.au
Email: bookings@planetcommando.com.au
Contact:

1300 848 641

Planet Commando

INDOOR ADVENTURE CENTRE
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BIRTHDAY BOOKING
PARTIES
BOOKING
FORM
Please read the Conditions of Entry attached to make sure you have a full understanding
of the rules and safety procedures that govern this activity.

Use this booking enquiry form provided and we will contact you to confirm your reservation.
For very large groups (50+pp),please contact us we can propose a tailor-made offer
CONTACT DETAILS
Name.......................................................................................................................................................
Contact Person.................................................................Contact Phone...........................................
Email address........................................................................................................................................

Planet Commando™
Hens/Bucks/Birthday Party - Adults

Planet Commando™
Birthday Party - Juniors under 18

Minimum booking

10 people

6 people

Duration

no time limit - expect between 2.5 and 3.5 hours

DESCRIPTION AND FEES

$39pp

$44pp

Fees
Conditions

Must be pre-booked and prepaid a week prior the event.

BOOKING DETAILS
Date...........................................................2017

Arrival Time..............................................

Planet Commando™
Hens/Bucks/Birthday Party - Adults
No. of participants

x $44
minimum 10pp

Birthday Package

Orange and apple juice, sandwiches or pizzas, chips,
fruit plates, lollies.

Birthday Cake

Ice Cream cake or Chocolate cake.

Lunch or Dinner - Buffet

Home-made pizza, caesar salad, sandwiches,
chips, Birthday cake, fruit salad, bottle of mineral water.

Planet Commando™
Birthday Party - Juniors under 18

x $39
minimum 6pp

x $12

x $12

x $25 - 6 pers
x $45 - 12 pers

x $25 - 6 pers
x $45 - 12 pers

x $24

x $24

A table will be reserved on our Viewing Deck and safety staff will be allocated to your group.

Please return this booking form with your details at bookings@planetcommando.com.au

